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For centuries the problemi Pierre Corneille baroque
or classical dramatist?, has provided subject matter for
volumes of analytical study. This possible resolution of
the question will maintain that he was both, but neither
entirely. The playwright was born in a era of wars,
rebellions, and conspiracies—all of which left their imprint
on seventeenth-century French society. The discontent of
the populace motivated writers to veil harsh realities
through adornment, but the terror that was an integral part
of the strife within and without the country found a passage¬
way into the contemporary literature. Disbelief, a frequent
human reaction to extreme atrocity, was experienced by men
in the wake of massacres and other horrifying events. This
phenomenon translated into the fine arts is likened unto
the inability to distinguish reality from illusion,
OTj apr^s les guerres de religion, aprSs les
^idfeies, notamment la peste, qui avait si
longtemps ravag# le royaume et, en particulier,
la ville de Rouen, un ardent besoin de dis¬
tractions, une filyre de plaisirs s'itaient
emparms de la sociit# fran^aise, et la vie
mondaine fttait devenue tr4s brillante dans
la capitals de la Normandie, Mais cela ne
1
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suffisait pas tout S fait aux esprits, pour
att^nuer, sinon pour effacer le souvenir
des rScentes horreurs. Pour se perraettre des
^asions, comme nous dirions aujourd’hui
les imaginations s'exaltaient §. la lecture
de ces interminables r^its romanesques, od
se mSlaient I'hSroisme et la prlSiciosit$, et
dont 1‘Astrie est le prototype, Monde
faux, personnages sans rmliti, aventures sans
vraiserablance, voila ce qu*on trouvait dans
ces romans. Mais, apr^s de grandes calamitSs,
parce que le r^el s'est confondu avec le
malheur, et la vie n*a eu d*autre fonction
que de prSiparer sa p^ture d la raort, on ne
veut plus de ce riel ni de cette viej il
faut s*en crier d*autres. Et l*on ne trouve
beaux les paradis qu*on invents que dans
la mesure oiJ ils sont artificials. 1
Always affected by the tone of his times, and by develo¬
ping literary trends, Pierre Corneille began a career that
would witness the incorporation of baroque characteristics
into his works, the evolution to classical literature, the
visibility of baroque evidences in his tragedies, and
reversals to his youthful inclinations.
In short, whether Corneille is making his characters
reason lucidly or showing the limitations of
reason, whether he makes them be tormented by
dreams and oracles or bear suffering with
impassivity, whether he is depicting the
religious fervour of a Polyeucte or Theodore
or the scepticism of a Severe, whether he shows
the magic spells of a Medea or the sudden conver¬
sions of a Pauline and a Pdlix, he is very much a
man of his age.2
^Andr® Delacour, Corneille et notre Frauice (Paris i
Librairie Floury, 19^4), pp, 17-15,
)
2
Phillip John Yarrow, Corneille (Londoni Macmillan
& Co., Ltd,, 1963), p. 42.
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In the subsequent chapters these evidences in tragedy
and in comedy will be analyzed. The two comedies were chosen
because of their importance in the evolution of the author.
L*Illusion comique, written on the eve of Cid, contains
some of the grandeur that will later characterize the
classical tragedy, but abounds with baroque themes. ^ Men-
teur, completed after Horace, and the establishment of the
classical movement, is indeed a baroque comedy. The tragedies
were selected for much the same reasons. Clitandre, a play
in the writer’s youthful repertoire, is strongly marked by
baroque tendencies, whereas Rodogune, coming after Le Cid
and Horace", is attributed more esthetic value, but is still
a baroque play.
In accordance with the thought that the dramatist was
"a man of his age,” and the adage, ”as the twig is bent, so
grows the-tree,” this study will reveal the everlasting
influence of baroque literature on Pierre Corneille.
Pierre Corneille was born in Rouen on June 6, 1606,
into a middle-class family whose male members were involved
in the legal profession, and in the work of the church. He
was educated by the Jesuits, and remained a devout Catholic
throughout his life because of their influence. After having
terminated his study of the humanities, he enrolled in a
law school. Several years later he was admitted to the bar,
but decided not to follow in the tradition of his ancestors.
The young man then began a literairy career which would
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inspire his brother Thomas and his nephew Bernard le Bovier
de Fontenelle to follow in his footsteps.
While serving in the capacity of crown counsel in the
local office of the department of waterways and forests,
Corneille spent his leisure time writing for the theater.
In 1629» he presented Melite whose success propelled the
young dramatist into prominence. During this formative
period the author began an association with the salon of
Madame de Reunbouillet. Because of his frequent visits to
this artistic gathering, he met Richelieu, and was com¬
missioned„.to write a comedy entitled ^ Comedie des Tuileries
in cooperation with four other young playvnrights. The
Cardinal very quickly dismissed Corneille when he realized
that his original genius could not be herded into conformity
with the proposed guidelines for the production. The rupture
with Richelieu proved to be a blessing in disguise to the
budding dramatist, even though it returned to haunt him.
After the rift with Richelieu, Corneille turned his attention
to the transformation of classical tragedies of antiquity,
primarily by disregarding the principles of Aristotle and
Seneca. Me^dee, which represents the practical application
of his theories, witnessed very little success, but this did
not discourage the perservering Corneille, The following
year his L*Illusion comique restored his popularity with
theater-goers. Inspired by growing public esteem, the
writer began a play that would establish a literary movement
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and gain the admiration of the majority of Frenchmen.
In 1637, ^ Cid increased the fame of the playwright
whose intention was to adapt Las Mocedades del Cid by Guillen
de Castro to refined French taste, to adhere to the classical
rules, and to confine the intrigue to one psychological
problem. The finished product was important ikot only to the
national theater, but to the general public which was en>
chanted by the magnificence of Cid. Spectators returned
repeatedly to witness its performance, friends incessantly
discussed it, everybody learned excerpts from it, school
children were required to learn certain passages, and even
the inhabitants of the provinces knew of its existence.
Perhaps the greatest compliment received by this masterpiece
was the coining of the proverb, "cela est beau comme ^ Cid.**
This production, however, did not win the hearts of all
Frenchmen.
The author and his play received reproaches from other
writers and from the members of L'AcadImie Fran^aise.
ScudSry attacked Le Cid for its unconventional topic and
form, particularly pibinting out its romantic elements.
Chapelain, a spokesman for L'Acad&nie, was very critical of
the intrigue and the behavior of Chimfine, the heroine. Riche
lieu disliked the tragi-comSdie because of the duels, a means
of settling disputes which he had outlawed. Because of the
existing war between France and Spain, the glorification of
a Spanish hero displeased him. The furor of controversy
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continued to rage until the cardinal ordered a halt to the
paper weur which had hecome known as "la Querelle du Cid,"
The bitter affair culminated in a decision not at all
favorable to the young writer, handed down by L*Acad<mie
Frangaise. Corneille accepted the verdict and retired to
Rouen for three years.
Le Cid was also symbolic of Corneille's own
■^ragedy as a dramatist, in that his beuroque
vigor and vitality were damped and conquered
by the authoritarianism of the Richelieu-
Mazarin epoch••••3
Coming out of seclusion, the Norman presented Horace
which was an undisputed success and established him as
dramatist in residence of the French theater. The next
decade saw the production of many Cornelian plays and the
appointment of their author to L'Acad^ie Franqaise. After
many years of popularity, Corneille began to experience a
decline which would never allow him to recover the glory of
his golden age.
The premiere performance of Pertharite, a Roman tragic
melodrama was so coldly received that Corneille retired from
the theater for seven years during which he worked on L*Imi~
tation du Christ. The aging drsumatist was persuaded to return
to writing for the stage by Nicholas Fouquet, minister of
finance under Cardinal Mazarin. This time, however, he was
not greeted with enthusiasm.
^Robert Hall, "Meditation on a Baroque Theme," Modern
Language Journal, XLVI (January, 1962), p. 7.
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By 1659, the rising Jean Racine had captured the audi¬
ences that once belonged to Pierre Corneille, The rivalry
between these two ingenious writers became very bitter and
resulted in a cold war in the literary world of seventeenth-
century Framee. Discouraged by the animosity that surrounded
him and by the failure of Surftia, Corneille permanently
retired from the theater in 16?^, but not before making a
place for himself in the history of the French theater,
Avant lui, la trag^ie classique n'existait
pas. Par lui elle a exist®, C*est lui qui
l*a d®tach®e tout S fait de la trag®die grecque,
po®tique et pathStique, qui en a fait une
esp8ce distinct^i et opposie, II l*a pourvue de
tous ses instruments, organes, caractSres, II
en a montr® les propri®t®s et le jeu,^
A giilmce at the baroque period and the age of Pierre
Corneille is paramount to understanding the author and his
works. The foundation of the society in which the dramatist
would evolve was laid during the sixteenth century. The
first years of this era witnessed the transition from the
medieval to the modern world: feudalism was yielding to
centralized government, and concerted economic efforts were
being replaced by individual endeavors. The nobility main¬
tained its titles, privileges, wealth and influence, but
Francois I was reclaiming the sovereignty, and crystallizing
the concept of an absolute monarchy. The reign of Francois I
was not only a quest for domestic power and solidarity, but
4
Gustave Lanson, Corneille (2nd ed,, Paris: Hachette,
1905), p, 187.
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one which was marked by a war of imperial auid personal compe¬
tition between the French House of Valois and the Austrian
Hapsburgs.
The war between the two houses actually lasted
past the death of Frsuicis I and into the reign
of his son Henry II, In 1556, Charles V abdi¬
cated from the throne, dividing the Hapsburg
empire between Phillip II of Spain and his
brother Ferdinand, In 1559, Henry II signed
a treaty with Phillip II ending the war.
However, internal strife prevented France
from recuperation after nearly fifty years of
foreign wars. That same year, Henry II died,
and -Qie wave of French Protestantism which
had been rising now gained a force which
brought disorder to French politics and ^
caused the wars of religion in France,,,,^
Looming largely on the horizon of French civilization
were the Reformation and the wars of religion which would
plunge Europeans into a state of chaos for nearly a century
and a half. Although the nucleus of the conflict was
religious, it would have repercussions that would extend to
all aspects of human existence.
On the eve of the Renaissance, which would transform
the artistic taste of sixteenth-century man, a religious
phenomenon occurred—La R^forme—which would trouble souls
and set neighbor against neighbor. The Church, under the
leadership of Pope Jules II, Leon X, and their followers,
had become more interested in the fine arts than in the
spiritual welfare of men. At this moment of seeming
Corneille (New
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disinterest in the Church, the ideas of Martin Luther, a
German mon^f;, began to penetrate into France. Unity did not
exist among the followers of the Lutheran doctrine. The
reformers were divided into two groupsi those who wished to
eliminate the misuse of power within the hierarchy of the
church, but remain loyal to the Pope, and those who wanted to
separate themselves from the Catholic Church, and to estab¬
lish a new religion. Although French Catholics expended
many efforts to discourage the spread of Protestantism,
Fraui^ois I maintained a tolerant attitude toward the refor¬
mers, primarily because his sister Marguertie protected them,
and because the protestant princes of Germany were his allies.
Encouraged by the apparent lack of resistance, the Huguenots
became dangerously bold. Their growing confidence led them
to place posters condemning the Church on the walls of Paris,
and even on the door of the king*s apartment. Frangois I,
angered by their audacity, decided to permit the Catholics
to persecute and destroy their enemies.
The wrath of the French Catholics forced many Protes¬
tants, including Jesui Calvin, to flee from France. Estab¬
lishing residence in Geneva, Calvin preached revolt against
the Catholic Church, and gained numerous followers. With
growth in number came development of intolerance until it
equaled that of the Catholics. Out of this bilateral narrow¬
mindedness sprang years of war—filled with assassinations,
political intrigue, short-lived peace pacts, and false
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reconciliations. The height of terror was reached with the
Massacre of Saint Bartholomew's Eve during which twenty
thousand Protestauits were slain. During these bitter years
the death of Pran9ois I was recorded, along with the suc¬
cession of Henri II, the regency of Catherine de M^decis,
and the reigns of Francois II, Charles IX, and Henri III,
The last of the sons of Henri II, Henri III came to the throne
when the country was still in the midst of religious strife,
but did very little to ameliorate conditions. Even in death
he created yet another source of friction within the country.
In life Henry had presided fitfully over the
decomposition of Francei in his last year he
had sunk religious differences and acted
with some resolution to recover his capitoli
now dying, he bequeathed his kingdom to his
Huguenot friend (Henry of Navarre), The
situation for which the Catholic League had
been preparing had arrived,6
The League, yet another faction to be considered in an
assessment of the internal strife of the last half of the
sixteenth century, was established in 1589 by the Guise
family with the purpose of "excluding Henry of Navarre from
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the throne and substituting the old Cardinal Bourbon,"'
Phillip II of Spain allocated funds to the League to aid
in the eradication of heresy and in the promotion of Spanish
imperial power. Although Henri III had successfully plotted
^G, R, R, Treasure, Seventeenth Century France (Londom
Rivingtons, Ltd,, 1966), p, 1,
^Ibid,
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the assassination of the Duke of Guise, when Henri IV took
the throne he still had a very powerful enemy made up of
the nobility and the leaders of the Church. In order to
appease his adversaries, Henri IV converted to Catholicism
and began the awesome task of restoring unity and peace to
France.
Henri IV avait devan t lui une tSche plus dure
encore que celle de Louis IX aprfts la Guerre
de Cent Ans) mais 11 fut, lui aussi, un tr^s
greuid roi. II sut inspirer confiance Si son
peuple, et voulut amlliorer son sort. "Je
veux, disait-il qu’il n*y ait si pauvre
paysan en mon royaume qu'il n*ait tous les
dimanches sa poule au pot." II sut oublier
le passi et pardonner a ses ennemis. Enfin,
la paix f^gnalt entre catholiques et pro-
testants. Par L*Edit de Nantes (1598)i Henri
IV proclama en Prance la liberti de conscience.
Ainsi, c'est un roi de France, qui, le premier
en Europe, fit de la liberti religieuse un
principe de gouvernement. S'entourant de
bons conseillers, tels quo Sully, le
cilSbre ministre, Henri IV riorganisa les
finances et le commerce du royaume, et rendit
enfin au pays sa prosper!tl passfie,®
The vicissitudes of life during the sixteenth, and the
earlier part of the seventeenth centuries left their marks
on the collective conscience of men, and the Renaissance
transformed their taste and social habits. There is no
absolute description of the contemporary human personality,
but there are some general trends to be considered. The
spirit of the men of this period reflected the complexity
8
Clifford Parker and Paul Grigaut, Initiation t la
culture franoaise (New Yorkt Harper & Row, 196;^), p,“H8.
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of a world in evolution. His love of vigorous activity led
him to cherish military exploits, suid the hunt, as well as
the suffering and fatigue incurred in these pursuits. Anger,
teeurs, and violent behavior were the results of his insta¬
bility and extreme sensibility. His actions often lacked
logics although capable of the most heinous crimes, he was
attracted by heroic sacrifices! hearts hardened by the spec¬
tacle of death and suffering were capable of profound love,
friendship, and devotion. Lastly, he loved images, sounds,
perfumes, the beauty of the human body, beautifully adorned
houses, furniture, clothing, gardens, music and language.
The reign of Henri IV proved to be the age of the church
also. Waning interest in the church was revived, and
developed into La Contre-Rlforme with the purpose of blocking
the inroads of protestant theology. The effects of this
movement were manifested in the literature of the period.
La Contre-Riforme, en multipliant les images,
en encourageant 1‘appel Si 1* intercession des
saints, oriente vers la doctrine difinie par
l*Eglise une inquiitude qui diriverait aisiment
vers la magie,9
Baroque literature which developed during this period
incorporated many aspects of this turbulent civilization.
Although experts are not certain of the origin of the word
nor of the boundaries of the period, similarities exist
^Victor L. Tapii, Le Baroque (Parisi Presses Univer-
sitaires de Prance, 196^7, p. 42.
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between the literature of the latter sixteenth amd early
seventeenth centuries. This style of writing would be one
of those with which Pierre Corneille would become acquainted
while completing his study of the humanities.
There is a variety of definitions of baroque literature,
however those in this study will be limited to those that
(directly apply to its interpretation by Pierre Corneille.
French beuroque writing would appear to include
works in mixed styles or manners, works where
force and expressivity outweigh form, works
which disregard strict unity in favor of
movement and surprise effects, works marked
by magniloquence rather thaui restraint.
Baroque authors are likely to turn their
backs on antiquity and employ either native
French themes or materials from Spanish and
Italian literature. They have an affinity
for gongorism and marinism and tend to use
conceits and striking images, particularly
antithesis, hyperbole and paradox. Other
baroque traits sometimes mentioned are
pessimism, a taste for the macabre, a ten¬
dency to indulge in descriptive passages, a
fondness for evoking the interplay of light
and darkness.^0
The playwright incorporated in his works many other characte¬
ristics of baroque literature.
Inconstancy in love is a frequent theme....
Happiness and unhappiness are merely matters
of opinionI some flee death, poverty and
hardship! others seek them out.... Truth and
falsehood are indistinguishable.... Similsurly,
we cannot know the real man from appearatncei
neither actions nor external appearance are a
safe indication of the real nature of man.
Moreover, not only are appearances in them¬
selves deceitful, but men are often
^^Phillip A. Wadsworth, "New Views of French Classicism
in Relation to the Baroque," French Review, XXV (January,
1952), pp. 173-181,
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deliberately hypocriticalj they assume a mask—
hypocrisy is a frequent theme.
In the drama of the period there is a
fondness of all those things that make life
appear different from what it really is—for
disguise and feigning, confusion of identity,
illusion, double-entendre, hypocrisy and
madness..,. Another frequent character in the
drama of the period is a magician, who meta¬
morphoses reality or creates illusion.
Baroque literature likes to astound and
surprise, to horrify, to show extreme states
of mind, violent and unnatural passions, and
deeds of horror.... Incest euid revenge are
common themes, and a love of cruelty...are
evident,11
The aforementioned characteristics, as they exist in L*Illu¬
sion comique, Le Menteur, Clitandra and Rodogune, will be
discussed in the subsequent chapters.
11
Phillip John Yarrow, Corneille (Londoni MacMillan &
Co., Ltd., 1963), pp. 51-54.
CHAPTER II
BAROQUE EVIDENCES IN L»ILLUSION COMIQUE AND I£ MENTEUR
The circumstances of its conception and realization
render L*Illusion comique unique among the endeavors of
Pierre Corneille. Firstly, it is considered the last
literary effort of his youth» secondly, the author seizes
this opportunity to defend the theater within the structure
of a theatrical production, and lastly, the atmosphere in
which the intrigue will occur is established the moment the
play begins. The abbreviated title, L*Illusion, under which
the work has been published since 1660 is even more signi¬
ficant than the original one.
Alcandre, an expert in the art of magic, proves to be
an invaluable instrument to his creator.
Ne traitez pas Alcandre en homme du commun,
Ce qu*il salt en son art n'est connu de pas un
II suffira pour vous qu'il lit dans les pansies,
Qu*il connait I’avenir et les choses passlesi
Rien n*est secret pour lui dans tout cet univers,
Et pour lui nos destins sont des livres ouverts. (1,1)
He contributes to the fantastic atmosphere by conjuring up
the vision of Clindor's fate during the progression of the
second, third, and fourth acts. The vision of Clindor's
theatrical performance produced in the final act constitutes
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illusion within illusion, a phenomenon which was very
pleasing to baroque tastes. It is adso through Alcandre that
Corneille is able to inject a personal endorsement of the
theater•
Cessez de vous en plaindre. A prisent le thSitre
Est en un point si haut que chacun I'idolStrei
Et ce que votre temps voyait avec mSpris .
Est aujourd'hui I'amour de tous les bons esprits,
L*entretien de Paris, le souhait des provinces,
Le divertissement le plus doux de nos princes,
Les dSlices du peuple, et le plaisir des grandsj
II tient le premier rang paurmi leurs passe-temps«
Et ceux dont yious voyons la sagesse profonde
Par ses illustres soins conserver tout le monde,
Trouvent dans les douceurs d*un spectacle si beau
De quoi se dSlasser d*un si pesant fardeau* (V,5)
The on-stage presence of Alcandre and Pridamant during
the visions produces an occurrence which confirms the genius
of Corneille in the realm of theatrical techniques. Simul¬
taneously, the spectator witnesses the natural and the super¬
natural during the presentation of the second, third, and
fourth acts. This skillful staging reinforces the theme of
reality and illusion.
The theme of reality and illusion is not confined to
presentation of Alcandre and Pridamant, but exudes from the
characters of Matamore and his valet, Clindor, because of
the conflict between 1 * Itre and ^ parattre. Both of these
pretend to possess qualities that exist only in their
imaginations.
In view of the fact that L*Illusion comique was written
on the eve of I^ Cid, the presentation of Mateunore whose name
means "killer of Moors" merits a great deal of consideration.
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Le parattre that he wishes to create for himself would render
him a veritable hero, but in reality he is the antithesis
of Rodrigue in Le Cid. The gloriously imaginative accounts
of his courageous conquests are consistently in direct
contrast with his cowardly actions.
Contemple, mon ami, contemple ce visaget
Tu vois un abrSgS de toutes les vertus.
D'un monde d*ennemis sous mes pieds abattus,
Dont la race est pirie, et la terre dfserte,
Pas un qu'S. son orgueil n*a jamais dil sa perte.
Tous ceux qui font horamage & mes perfections
Conservent leurs Etats par leurs submissions.
En Europe, od les rois sont d*une humeur civile,
Je ne leur rase point de chllteau ni de villet
Je les souffre rlgnen mais, chez les Africains,
Partout od j*ai trouv^ des rois un peu trop vains,
J*ai ditruit les pays pour punir leurs monarquesi
Et leurs vastes deserts en sont de bonnes marquesi
Ces grands sables qu'd peine on passe sans horreur
Sont d'assez beaux effets de ma juste fureur. (11,2)
These narrations, in parody of heroic style, complement the
atmosphere of the play, but are not taken seriously by anyone.
Matamore exposes his complete lack of daring in the face of
a threat, leaving no doubt as to his true character,
Les voild, sauvons-nous, Non, je ne vois personne.
Avanqons hardiment. Tout le corps me frissonne.
Je les entends, fuyons. Le vent faisait ce bruit.
Marchons sous la favour des ombres de la nuit,
Vieux rSveur, malgrS toi j'attends ici ma reine.
Ces diables de valets me mettent bien en peine.
De deux mille ans et plus, je ne tremblai si fort.
C*est de trop me hasarderi s'ils sortent, je suis mortj
Car j’aime raieux mourir que leur donner bataille,
Et profaner mon bras contre cette canaille. (Ill,8)
As Matamore does not deceive the spectator, neither does he
succeed in blinding his fellow characters to his faults.
Clindor quite accurately separates the real man from the
illusion he attempts to create.
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Le souverain poltron, H qui pour faire peur
II ne faut qu*une feuille, une ombre, une vapeurS
Un vieillard le maltraite, il fuit pour une fille,
Et tremble It tous moments de crainte qu'on I'Strille.
(Ill,5)
Lyse, the servant of Isabelle, also interprets correctly the
true character of Matamore, Pour days after the Imprisonment
of Clindor, his master comes out of hiding, spouting noble
reasons for his behavior. He explains that his place of
refuge was a vantage point from which he watched over the
lady of his dreams, but now that the danger is over he has
descended in order to plan the rescue of his valet. Lyse,
however, is fully aware of his inner motives. It is hunger
and not valor that has prodded him to leave his fortress.
Avouez franchement que pressS par la faim,
Vous veniez bien plutSt fairs la guerre au pain. (IV,4)
The character of Clindor also brings into focus the conflict
between l*ltpe and parattre. This idea is presented early
in the play primarily because the spectator knows that
Pridamant, Clindor's father, is a member of the bourgeoisie,
when he sees the wayward son as a valet. It is the intricate
relationship between Clindor, Matamore, and Isabelle which
causes this conflict to manifest itself quite visibly.
Apparently loyal to his master, Clindor exhibits hypocritical
tendencies in avowing his love for Isabelle in a conversation
with her.
Que j’adore Isabelle,
Que je n’ai plus de coeur ni d’Sme que pour ellei
Que ma vie... (11,6)
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A picaresque element is introduced through the adven¬
tures of Clindor who has held many positions before becoming
a valet. He has run the gamut of experiences—sometimes
exploiting others.
Votre fils tout d*un coup ne fut pas grand seigneuri
Toutes ses actions ne vous font pas honneur,
Et je serai marri d*exposer sa misire
En spectacle i des yeux autres que ceux d'un plre.
II vous prit quelque argent,mais ce petit butin
A peine lui dura du soir jusqu'au matini
Et, pour gagner Paris, il vendit par la plains
Des bre'tets 8. chasser la fiivre et la migraine,
Dit la bonne aventure, et s'y rendit ainsi.
Li, comme on vit d*esprit, il en vicut aussi.
Dedans Saint-Innocent il se fit secretairei
Apris, montant d'itat, il fut clerc d'un notaire.
Ennuyi de la plume, il quitta soudain,
Et fit danser un singe au faubourg Saint-Germain.
Il se rait sur la rime, et I'essai de sa veins
Enrichit les chanteurs de la Samaritaine.
Son style prit apris de plus beaux ornementsj
Il se hasarda mime i faire des romans,
Des chansons pour Gautier, des pointes pour Guillaume.
Depuis, il trafiqua de chapelets de baume,
Vendit du mithridate en raaitre opirateur,
Revint dans le palais, et fut solliciteur.
Enfin, jamais Buscon, Lazarille de Tormes,
Sayavidre, et Gusman, ne prirent tant de formes. (1,3)
This frequent change of professions results in Pridamant's
inability to distinguish between reality and illusion. Within
the finsJ. vision of Clindor, the father sees his son inter¬
preting the role of Th8ag8ne, who is killed during the
tragic climax. Not being cognizemt of Clindor*s current
profession, Pridamant thinks he is dead.
Cette reflexion, mal propre pour un pSre,
Consolerait peut-8tre une douleur IggSrei
Mais, aprSs avoir vur mon fils assassinS,
Mes plaisirs foudroySs, mon espoir ruini,
J’aurais d'un si grand coup I'ame bien peu blessSe,
Si de pareils discours m'entraient dans la pensSe.
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La douleur qui se plaint cherche qu'on la soulagej
La mienne court aprSs son dSplorable sort.
.Adieuj je vais mourir, puisque mon fils est mort. (V,5)
The surprise experienced by the father in learning that his
son was still alive is a typical baroque occurrence,
Je vois Clindorl ah Dieul quelle Strange surprise?
Je vois ses assassins, je vois sa femme et Lyse? (V,5)
The two feminine chairacters bring into focus the baroque
obsessions of fleeting time, physical beauty and inconstancy.
Thinking that death had deprived Isabelle of both the husband
her father had chosen for her and the one of her personal
choice. Lyse advises her to cultivate other prospects as
quickly as possible,
De deux amants parfaits dont vous Itiez servie,
L*un doit mourir domain, 1'autre est dSjSl sans vie.
Sans perdre plus de temps h soupirer pour eux
II en faut trouver un qui les vaille tous deux. (IV,2^
This advice emanates from the knowledge that fleeting time
will erase physical beauty, a trait considered essentiel to
marriage and marital fidelity. ThSagSne's infidelity as
seen in the visionarjr tragedy is justified by the diminishing
beauty of his wife, Hippolyte,
Puisque mon teint se fane et ma beauts se passe,
II est bien juste aussi que ton amour se lasse. (V,3)
Change in appearance tjrpifies the baroque characteristic of
instability, and the actions of Lyse, who loves Clindor,
blends into this play an allusion of inconstancy.
The behavior of Lyse, after having discovered that
Clindor favors her mistress, is a perfect example of the
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conduct of a woman scorned. Suffering twinges of unrequited
love, ahe resolves to avenge her wounded pride.
Silence, amour, silencei il est temps de punir,
J*en ai donnS ma foi, laisse-moi la tenirj
Puisque ton faux espoir ne fait qu'aigrir ma peine,
Fais cSder tes douceurs H celles de la haine,
II est temps qu*en mon coeur elle rfegne S. son tour,
Et l*amour outragS ne doit plus $tre I'amour, (III,6)
Her resolution, however, is of short duration. After the
arrest of Clindor, she abandons the quest for vengeance,
and assists in the rescue of the prisoner.
Ainsi, Clindor, je fais seule ton destin,
Des fers oil je t'ai mis c*est moi qui te dSlivre,
Et je puis, a mon choix, faire mourir ou vivre.
On me vengeait de toi par delll mes dSsirai
Je n'avais de dessein que centre tes plaisirs.
Ton sort trop rigoureux m'a fait changer d'enviej
Je te veux assurer tes plaisirs et ta viet
Et mon amour Steint, te voyant en danger,
Renatt pour m'avertir que c*est trop me venger, (IV,3)
Within the framework of L*Illusion comique, Corneille
incorporated two other characteristics of baroque literature.
Firstly, the action does not take place in one central
location, but occurs in several, including a cave, a prison,
and a park. Secondly, the intrigue climaixes only after a
period of time well in excess of twenty-four hours. Lastly,
the mixture of genre so typical of baroque art is avowed
by Corneille himself in a letter to Mademoiselle M.F.D.R.i
"Le premier acte n'est qu*un prologue, les trois suivants
font une comSdie imparfaite, le dernier est une tragSdiei
et tout cela, cousu ensemble, fait une comSdie,"
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The ensemble of the repertoire of Corneille's youth
testifies to his baroque tendencies, L*Illusion comique,
however, presents excellent testimony in support of the sup¬
position that its author was influenced by the literature
of the baroque period through its themes, philosophy,
characters and structure.
Having inspired the acclaim and the esteem of all France
with such tragedies as Horace and Polyeucte, Pierre Corneille
experienced a twinge of nostalgia. In 164-2, he presented
a comedy in which it is well evidenced that his youthful
tendencies refused to lie dormant throughout his evolution
in the realm of classical literature. As he had done in
several of his other contributions, including ^ Cid, Cor¬
neille again complemented the literary genius of the Span¬
iards, An adaptation of La Verdad sospechosa, authored by
Juan Ruiz de Alarcin, with a few innovations developed
into Menteur, The premiere performance was presented at
the Marais Theater in Paris, The play, enthusiastically
applauded by the Parisians, was integrated into the reper¬
toire of la Cora^idie-Franqaise, which presented eight htindred
aind ten performances of it between 1680 and 1693.
The title given to this play by Pierre Corneille evokes
the illusory, a thought analogous with the image Dorante
creates for himself. The realization of that image requires
him to utilize orneuaentation, exaggeration and disguise—
characteristics which situate him within the spectrum of
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baroque art,
Dorante arrives in Paris with the intention of masking
who he really is in order to project the image of a hero.
Although he has just abandoned his educational pursuits» he
does not wish to be identified as a school boy, thus he begins
creating the illusion,
A la fin j'ai quittS la robe pour I'SpSet
L'attente oil j'ai v§cu n*a point trompSei
Mon pSre a consent! que je suive mon choix,
Et j'ai fait banqueroute ce fatras de lois,
Mais puisque nous voici dedans les Tuileries,
Le pays du beau monde et des galanteries,
Dis-moi, me trouves-tu bien fait en cavalier?
Ne vois-tu rien en moi qui sente I'Scolier?
Comma il est malaisS qu'aux royaume du Code
On aprenne Si se faire un visage Si la mode,
J'ai lieu d'apprShender•.,• (1,1)
In accordance with the baroque philosophy that happiness
is experienced during fleeting youth, Dorante strives to
render himself a more desirable suitor, but in doing so he
personifies the conflict between 1 *Itre smd ^ paraltre, and
creates an imaginary environment within the real world. The
real Dorante, I'^tre, operates within the real world, placed
in focus by his valet, Gliton, whereas the heroic illusive
Dorante, 3^ paraltre, lives within the imaginary environment,
Dorante's increasing expertise in the art of prevarication
causes the distinction between the appearance and the real
man to become almost impossible, Clarice acknowledges this
difficulty and its disadvantages in a conversation with
her servant.
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Mais pour le voir ainsi qu'en pourrai-je juger?
J*en verrai le dehors, la mine I'apparencej
Mais du reste, Isabelle, ofl prendre 1’assurance?
Le dedans paratt mal en ces miroirs flatteurs,
Les visages souvent sont de doux imposteurs. (11,2)
Cliton recognizes his master's perfection in creating illu¬
sion—avowing that in spite of their relationship, he also
has to be on guard at all times in order to distinguish
between reality and illusion in regard to his master.
Je croirai tout, monsieur, pourrne vous pas dSplairej
Mais vous en contez tant, % toute heure, en tous lieux,
Qu'il faut bien de 1*esprit avec vous, et bons yeux. (IV,3)
Although "lying" is usually considered a vice, Dorante
is not condemned by the others for having chosen such a pro¬
fession. They realize that he is not harboring malicious
intentions but is motivated to adorn or evade the truth
because of contemporary values and customs. Isabelle defends
Dorante, giving valid reasons for his behavior.
II aura cru sans doute, ou je suis fort tromp^e,
Que les filles de coeur aiment les gens d'SpSej
Et vous prenant pour telle, il a jugS soudain
Qu'une plume au chapeau vous plait mieux qu*3l la main.
Ainsi done, pour vous plaire, il a voulu paraitre.
Non pas pour ce qu'il est, mais pour ce qu'il veut Stre,
Et s'est osS promettre un traitement plus doux
Dans la condition qu'il veut prendre pour vous. (Ill,3)
Dorante creates the illiition of a gallant cavalier not only
to attract a special lady, but to achieve assimilation into
Parisian society.
Mais Paris, aprSs tout, est bien loin de Poitiers.
Le climat different veut une autre mSthode;
Ce qu'on admire ailleurs est ici hors de la mode:
La diverse faqon de parler et d'agir
Donne aux nouveaux venus souvent de quoi rougir.
Chez les provinciaux on prend ce qu'on rencontre;
Et la, faute de mieux, un sot passe 5, la monstre.
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Mais il faut %. Pau:‘is bien d’autres qualit^si
On ne s’Sblouit point de ces fausses clartSsj
Et tant d'honnites gens, que l*on y voit ensemble,
Font qu*on est.mal regu, si I'on ne leur ressemble, (1,1)
Realizing that acceptance is dependent on imitation, Dorante
sets about becoming a reflection for the typical Parisian.
The would-be hero very effectively uses all of his
faculties in the effort to become a mirror fbr those around
him. Among the talents that serve him well in impressing
upon others the magnitude of his grandeur is his fluent,
embellished language. To aurouse the jealousy of his rival,
Alcippe, Dorante describes a spectacle which requires the
mind to be expanded indefinitely in order to envision it,
and which astounds the imagination,
J*avais pris cinq bateaux pour mieux ajusten
Les quatre contenaient quatre choeurs de musique,
Capables de charmer le plus mSlancolique,
Au premier, violonsi en 1*autre, luths et voixj
Des flfites, au troisifemei au dernier, des hautbois,
Qui tour S. tour dans I'air poussaient des harmonies
Dont on pouvait nommer les douceurs infinies,
Le cinquiSme Stait grand, tapissS tout exprfes
De rameaux enlaces pour conserver le frais,
Dont chaque extrSmit^ portait \m doux melange
De bouquets de jasmin, de grenade et d*orange.
Vous saurez seulement qu*en ce lieu de dSlices
On servit douze plats, et qu*on fit six services,
Dependant que les eaux, les rochers et les airs
RSpondaient aux accents de nos quatre concerts,
AprSs qu*on eut mangfi, mille et mille fusses,
S’^lan^ant vers les cieux, ou droites ou croisSes,
Firent un nouveau jour, d'ofl tant de serpenteaux
D*un dSluge de flamme attaqu&rent les eaux
Qu'on crut que, pour leur faire une plus rude guerre.
Tout I'filSment du feu tombait du ciel en terre,
Aprfes ce passe-temps on dansa jusqu'au jour, (1,5)
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The description of the fireworks is very compatible with
baroque tastes. Not only is the eruption of such devices
enchanting to behold, but one also sees illusions within the
produced effects. Dorante does not limit his imagination to
accounts of such galas, but depends on it to escape difficult
situations.
The relationship with his father, G^ronte, frequently
motivates Dorante to use his verbal skills in the effort to
maintain a warm rapport between the two of themi GSronte
wants his son to marry—Dorauite announces that he is already
married} his father wishes for a grandson—Dorante tells him
that his wife is pregnant. The fabrications which please
G§ronte have a snowballing effect that results in the father's
discovery that his son has an aversion to truth. Dorante,
however, is not the only cheiracter who avoids the reality of
a situation.
A thread of the theme of instability needles its way
into Menteur because of Clarice's refusal to rectify the
case of mistaken identity. Although she shares the belief
that physical beauty, paramount to happiness and marriage,
is of short duration,
Et fille vieillie tombe dans le mSpris
C'est un nom glorieux qui se gzuc'de avec honte. (11,2)
she allows the continuance of circumstances which give her
fiancS the impression that she is unfaithful. The illusion
of her culpability is derived from circumstantial evidence
which when correctly interpreted restores her innocence.
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Alcippe, vrtio has accused her of unfaithfulness, is pleasantly-
surprised to learn that she is not the traitor that he thinks
she is. This turn of events, however, is not the only
astonishing development involving Alcippe, either directly
or indirectly,
Dorante creates an instamce of amazement for Cliton,
reporting the circumstances emd the outcome of a bloody duel
between Alcippe and himself:
Nous s^mes l*un il I’autre en secret protester
Qu*a la premiere vue il en faudrait tfiter
Hier nous nous rencontronsj cette ardeur se reveille,
Fait de .notre erabrassade un appel a I'oreillej
Je me difais de toi, i*y cours, je le rejoins.
Nous vidons sur le pri 1*affaire sans t^oinsi
Et, le per^ant S jour de deux coups d*estocade,
Je le mets hors d*Stat d’etre jamais malade:
II tombe dans son sang, (IV,1)
Immediately after he announces the appaurent death of his
rival, Alcippe appears, but Dorante does not permit this
occurrence to place a damper on his spirit. Relying once
again on his vivid imagination, he comes up with a brilliant
explanation of this seeming contradiction,
Alcippe te surprend, .,sa guftrison .t*4ltonnet
L'#tat o(J je^le mis 4itait fort pftrilleuxi
Mais il est a present des secrets merveilleuxi
Ne t*a-t-on point paurlii d'une source de vie
Que nomment nos guerriers poudre de sympathie.
On en voit tous les jours des effets itonnants. (IV,3)
He explains that the reappearamce of Alcippe is due to the
use of a powder with miraculous healing powers.
All of the intrigue of ^ Wenteur occurs in Pairis which
Dorante describes as, "Le pays du beau monde et des
galauiteries." (1,1) It is evident that Corneille selected
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this site for Dorante to stage his comedy because of its
appeal to his character,
Paris semble mes yeux un pays de romans,
J'y croyais ce matin voir une lie enchauitSej
Je la laissai dSserte, et la trouve habitSej
Quelque Amphion nouveau, sans I'aide des maqons,
En superbe palais a changS ses buissons. (11,5)
Dorante, as both director and actdr in his comedy, requires
le jardin des Tuileries sind place Royale, and several
days to complete his intrigue—necessities which do not allow
the play to conform to the rule of three unities.
Although anti-conventional values are advanced in Le
Menteur, it must be remembered that its intrigue is the
dramatization of comedy within comedy, thereby, not to be
taken seriously,
,,,it is as a performance that Dorante's "lying"
is presented. For as with the two characters from
L*Illusion comique whom Corneille has incorporated
into Dorante, the playwright and the actor Clindor,
the frame of judgment must be esthetic rather
than ethical, Corneille establishes this frame
of reference quite literally in the frame of the
play, the first scene,1
All of the difficulty of being a hero is experienced
by Dorante who has learned that the most suitable method
for him is the creation of an illusion—am awareness which
motivates him to avoid the distinction between reality and
illusion as the intrigue progresses. This refusal poses
yet another question to be considered in an evaluation of
^Robert J, Nelson, Corneille, His Heroes and Their




The end of the play is not characterized by the clarity
that is typical of classical literature. The ambiguity stems
from the fact that Dorante is going to marry Lucrfece, although
he has considered Clarice more appealing from the moment he
saw the two young ladies. He seems satisfied with the decision,
but the spectator is not certain of his true feelings because
of his tendency to evade the truth. If Dorante is still
confusing reality with illusion, then the ending is tragic in
that he has lost his chance for happiness because of this
personal flaw. If he has indeed changed his opinion of the
two girls, then he is a hero of inconstance.
Le Menteur, written after the establishment of the
elassical movement, is an excellent source of evidence in
support of the theory that Pierre Corneille was deeply in¬
fluenced by baroque literature because of its philosophy,
themes, dramatic techniques, and characters.
CHAPTER III
BAROQUE EVIDENCES IN CLITANDRE AND RODOGUNE
Clitandre, published in I632, represents Pierre Corneille'
first venture in the realm of tragedy, although it is clas¬
sified a tragi-com&iie. Conceived in reaction to the
disappointing critical reviews received by M^lite, the play
abounds with involved intriguei duels, ambush, assassinations,
and general violence increase the complexity of the plot. In
the Bxamen de Clitandre, the author explains his intentions«
Pour la justifier (M§lite) centre cette censure
par une esp^ce de bavarde,.,j'entrepris d'en
faire une (piSce) reguli^re, c'est-a-dire dans
les vingt et quatre heures, pleine d*incidents
et d'un style $lev5, raais qui ne vaudroit rien
du tout I en quoi je rlussis parfaitement.l
The date of the premiere performance remains obscure. Accor¬
ding to substantial evidence, however, the privilege was
awarded to the Mondory troupe of actors who also received
the same right to l^ Cid.
The intrigue of Clitandre unfolds because of the jealousy
of Pymante and Dorise and the eternal romantic triangle—
Pymante loves Dorise, who prefers Rosidor, who loves and is
loved by Caliste. These two scorned lovers establish
^Pierre Corneille, "Examen de Clitandre", in Oeuvres
de Pierre Corneille, ed. by Charles Marty-Laveaux (Paris 1
ETbrairie Hachette et Cie, 1910), p. 270,
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circumstances in which it is impossible for those involved
to distinguish between the real eind the contrived, Dorise,
pretending to have the most innocent of motives, implores
Caliste to accompany her to a place in the forest where
Rosidor is supposedly awaiting a rendez-vous with another
woman. Caliste concludes that Rosidor is unfaithful as a
result of the masked truth of the situation. Rosidor has
come to the woods to participate in a duel, apparently
arranged by Clitandre, but actually planned by Pymante,
The conspiracy to mar the innocence of Clitandre, out¬
lined by Pymante with the assistance of Lycaste and G^ronte,
causes nuances of hypocrisy and betrayal to permeate the
theatrical atmosphere. The page and the squire of Clitandre
copied his penmanship in a message sent to Rosidor thus
casting a shadow on their master. Their accomplice, Pymante,
has no intention of honoring the promise of a duel? instead
he ambushes the unsuspecting Rosidor—a deed for which Cli¬
tandre is imprisoned.
Corneille burdens the first act with so many events and
surprises that the spectator is emotionally exhausted at the
end of it. Because of the number of occurrences in the first
division of the play, there are more baroque characteristics
in this segment than in the other four acts combined.
The action of the first act begins before
sunriseI we progressively watch the coming of
dawn and full daylight—a spectacular trans¬
formation which is pleasing to baroque taste.
Caliste has been lured into the forest at this
early hour because Dorise has told her that
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Rosidor plans a tryst there with another girl,
Hipolyte,..Dorise draws a sword from behind a
bush, seizes her pretended friend Caliste, and
prepaures to kill her...We have here several
baroque effectsi the surprise of the revelation
of Dorise’s treachery, the sudden dramatic arrival
of Rosidor and the assassins, the disguises, the
rivers of blood, two murders on the stage, a whole
violent spectacle of unexpected horror.
After the effects of surprise and violence,
we pass to effects of illusion—equally baroque in
taste, as we know, Rosidor believes (and with
him, the spectator) that Caliste is dead} then she
revives and at first takes her lover for one of
the murderers.2
The author’s obvious disregard of les biensSances is sub¬
stantiated by the inclusion of scenes that are in bad taste
according to the standards of the classical theater. During
the second act Pymante behaves in a manner that is totally
unworthy of a gentleman. Still clothed as a peasant, he drags
Dorise, whom he recognizes in spite of her disguise, into a
cave and attempts to violate her. His effort is foiled by
his intended victim who punctures his eye with a hairpin.
Clitandre, who also loves Caliste, is in prison awaiting
the death penalty but hopes to be vindicated. His friend
Prince Floridan comes to his rescue. It is he who uncovers
the scheme of Pymante and Clitandre*s servants. When Alcandre
the king learns of Clitandre*s innocence, he orders his
immediate release from confinement. This arrest, however,
has wreaked havoc with his sentiments toward Caliste, "C*est
2
Imbrie Buffum, Studies in the Baroque from Montaigne
to Rotrou (New Haven, Connecticut} Yale University Press,
1957), pp. 172-173.
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ll quoi dSsormais je veux penser le moins." (V,l)
Clitandre is not alone in the reversal of emotions.
Psrmante has decided that Dorise is no longer the lady of his
dreams, instead she is the object of his wrath.
Dorise ne tient plus dedans mon souvenir
Que ce qu’il faut de place Si I'ardeur de punir. (IV,2)
With the resolution of the complicated intrigue comes
Alcandre's warning against the confusion of truth with illu¬
sion.
Que souvent notre esprit, trompS par I'apparence,
RSgle ses mouvements avec peu d*assurance. (V,5)
With cognizance of the characteristics of baroque lite¬
rature and without any assisteince from qualified critics,
one has only to read Clitandre to realize that Corneille
wrote it during his youth. Its era is verified by the
irregularity in its structure, the numerous problems to be
solved, the d^cor and the characters depicted.
Following the publication of Menteur eind Suite
du Menteur, oriented toward comedy, Pierre Corneille
returned to tragedy. In 1644, Rodogune was presented at
the Bourgogne Hotel, but was not printed until 164?. During
the interim between the premiere performance and the printing,
only the actors of the Bourgogne Hotel were permitted to
dramatize the work—a privilege which testifies to its
success. Although well received, Rodogune stimulated a
furor of controversy similar to that kindled by ^ Cid,
primarily because of the character of ClSopStre,
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La reine barbare,.,est de ces ambitieuses que
I'lferivain s*est plus /sic/ S nous dSipeindre,
de ces d&nons femelles consumes par Id dSsir
de dominer, prfits it tout ruiner pour se satis-
faire, et 5 p«rir inline plutfit que d* accepter
la d4faite. De ces harpies funestes, Cl'fio-
pfitre est sans contredit celle qui a le plus
d'ampleur et d*originality. On peut done la
choisir eomaie prototype du genre.3
Ciyopfitre is a vicious example of the conflict between
1*Itre and paraftre. The clashes, as revealed by the
actions and speeches of the queen, originate in three oppo¬
sing relationships! wife to murderess, mother to ambitious
queen, and mother to murderess.
Ciyoplttre does not hesitate to destroy the illusion of
the perfect wife whenever she feels it necessary. As a
result of the reported death of Dfeytrius and the death of
his brother in battle, the queen has been enjoying all the
glory and the privileges of the Syrian crown. Feeling her
throne menaced by the return of DllmStrius who plans to reclaim
the monarchy and to banish her from the kingdom, Ciyop5tre
successfully plots his assassination. The obstacle now
removed, she reveals her true ambition and emotions*
Le Parthe est yioimyi, nous pouvons tout qser
Nous n*avons rien I craindre et rien i d^^guiser,
Je hais, je rdgne encor. (11,1)
As a result of ensuing events it becomes evident that
the throne is still going to be denied heri consequently.
^Maria Tastevin, Les H^feoines de Corneille (Paris*
Librairie Ancienne Edouard Champion, 1^24), pp. 135-136
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ClSop^tre again masks her intentions. The hindrance on this
occasion evolves from the existence of her twin sons, An-
tiochus and Seleucus, In her conversations with them, she
feigns maternal tenderness and concern while harboring
ulterior motives,
Elle fait bien sonner ce grand amour de mSre
Mais elle seule enfin s'aime et se considfere, (11,4)
Patience is not one of her attributes but she manages to
restrain herself when it is to her advantage. The inevitable
explosion occurs when she is unable to persuade Antiochus
and Seleucus to assist her in a conspiracy against Rodogune,
ClSopStre, with all her devious ways, collects her wits and
sets out to turn her sons against each other. The natal
order of her offsprings, known only to ClSopStre, is the
weapon she futilely tries to wield:
De toi, perfidej Ignore, dissimule
Le mal que tu dois craindre et le feu qui te brfllej
Et si pour I'ignorer tu crois t'en garantir,
Du moins en I’apprenant commence 2l le sentir,
Le tr<5ne Stait a toi par le droit de naissancei
Rodogune avec lui tombait en ta puissance;
Tu devais I'Spouser, tu devais Stre roiJ
Mais, comme ce secret n'est connu que de moi,
Je puis, comme je veux, tourner le droit d’ainesse,
Et donne h ton rival ton sceptre et ta mattresse, (IV,6)
The mother image projected by ClSopStre is in opposition to
the murderess lurking within her, Seleucus who refuses to
become his mother’s accomplice against Antiochus and Rodogune,
dies by her hand,
ClSopttre is the dominant character in this play, in¬
appropriately named to avoid confusion with other such works.
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... je confesse ingSnuement que ce pofeme devait
plutot porter le non de ClSopatre que de Rodogunej
mais.ce qui m*a fait en user ainsi a ^t^ la peur
que j*ai eue qu'll ce nom le peuple ne se laissSt
prSoccuper des id^es de cette fameuse et derni^re
reine d'Egypte, et ne confondtt cette reine de
Syrie avec elle.,..^
All of the emotions experienced by ClSopttre—jealousy, hatred,
scorn, vengefulness are not easily subjected to reason but
are manifested in her violent behavior throughout the play.
Her methods, including murder, feigned innocence, and suicide,
regardless of the desired •nd, are compatible with her
character. The heroine's suicide and curses upon Antiochus
and Rodogune increase the shock eind horror of the denouement
and remove any doubt about her true nature. Although the
spectator is aware of the evil character of the regent, he
is totally unprepared for the climax.
Rodogune a vraiment marquS le midi de 1*inspiration
ou as l§r poSsie de Corneilles et s'ilia prSfSrait
lui-mSme a toutes ses autres tragidies, c'est qu'il
s'y retrouvait en quelque sorte plus complet et
plus ressemblant,,, Oui, la complication ou I'ob-
scuritS de I'intrigue, I'exagSration des caractferes,
la violence des passions, I'e^normitS des catastrophes,
1'Eloquence et la force du style, c'Stait bien lui,
sa Rodogune. C'est par la beaute de la catastrophe
et par I'horreur d« denouement que Corneille a StS
sSduit dans Rodogune.5
It is also through CieopS.tre that a hint of inconstancy
is introduced into the play. The queen, who thought herself
widowed for many years, marries her former husband's
4
Pierre Corneille, "Rodogune Avertissement", in Cor¬
neille critique et son temps, ed, by Robert Mantero (Parisj
Bucher/Chastel, 1^64), p. 135»
^Fernand BrunetiSre, Les Epoques du thSitre franpais
(1636-1850) (Paris* Librairie Hacheite, l'B92)', pp. 5§”60,
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brother, only to be notified later that Ditefrtrius is still
alive. Replying to one of her letters, he accuses her of
infidelity. This rejection, considered an affront to her
dignity,: fills her heart with malice and determination. The
object of her bitterness, however, is not always the same.
In the beginning, she uses all her wiles to retain the
throne but when she realizes that her sons are not going
to become her accomplices, she decides to seek revenge with
Rodogune, Antiochus, and Seleucus as her intended victims.
The circumstances surrounding the relationship of
Antiochus and Seleucus amke for exaggerated filial devotion.
They are in contention for both the throne and Rodogune but
their mutual sentiments do not deteriorate at all. In spite
of ample reason for animosity between them, their relation¬
ship is consistently characterized by love and loyalty.
The values advanced in Rodogune are in opposition to
those embraced by some classical authors. The opportunity
to study these contrasts is provided by the characters and
the structure of the play. Firstly, Clfopfitre and Rodogune
overshadow their masculine counterparts who are useful only
as instruments to achieve selfish goals. Secondly, Cliopdtre,
being an evil heroine, is a typical baroque personality.
Lastly, the development of the intrigue leads toward the
monstrous events of the final act, but nothing is forewarned
—contrary to the classical tradition.
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The baroque evidences within Rodogune manifest themselves
in the structure, the main character, and in the rapport
between the two brothers. Though not completely infiltrated
with these influences, the play is important because its
author, no longer considered a young baroque dramatist, is
still affected by his youthful inclinations.
CHAPTER IV
COMPARISON AND CONTRAST OF BAROQUE EVIDENCES
IN TRAGEDY AND IN COMEDY
Baroque art evokes the thought of exaggeration,
reality versus illusion, and metamorphosis among other
characteristics, but does not exclude original and varied
application of its principles. Pierre Corneille translates
into his works many of the themes of this artistic period
and molds them into harmony with the atmosphere of the play
and the personalities of the characters.
The conflict originating in the difference between
1* ^tre and ^ paraltre participates in the intrigue of both
the tragedies and in that of the two comedies, but its drama¬
tization is always compatible with the classification of the
work. ClSopStre in Rodogune and Dorise in Clitandre embody
the tragic interpretation of the difference between the
appearance of am individual and his true character.
Gl4oplltre lives in an environment laden with treachery
and intrigue because of her complete lack of conventional
virtue, which she adeptly conceals in order to dominate her
sons and her countrymen*. Although she is capable of the
most heinous crime, the queen is able to display, very
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convincingly, parental concern and devotion when in the
presence of Seleucus and Antiochus. When the true essence
of her character is unveiled, it becomes evident that this
imposter without scruples, maternal love or human kindness
manipulates her own life as well as the lives of those around
her to achieve egotistical goals. The baseness that she
harbors motivates her to commit selfish and vindictive acts
which include plotting the death of her husband and that of
one of her twin sons, and the attempted murder of her other
offspring. The wickedness of the regent is further verified
at the moment of her death when she reveals that it is refusal
to be a subject to the will of any man and not remorse for
criminal deeds which has inspired her to drink the poison.
The character of Dorise in Clitandre is not as complex
as that of Cliiopdtre, but she also personifies the contrast
between what one is and what one appears to be. The specta¬
tor becomes aware of her hypocrisy during the first act when
she attempts to take the life of Caliste whom she lured to
the forest under the pretext of helping a friend. Her evo¬
lution, however, is much more quickly realized than that of
Cliopfitre, Dorise’s treachery is revealed shortly after
the curtain rises, but the wickedness of the Syrian Queen
continues to increase throughout the five acts of Rodogune.
The theme of l*ltre versus ^ paraitre incorporated in
comedy provides an atmosphere which is in opposition to the
one created by it in tragedy. The habitats of Dorise and
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Cl^opStre are filled with suspicion, fear, animosity, and
anxiety, whereas those of Dorante and Gliton in Menteur,
and Matamore and Clindor in L*Illusion comique are charac¬
terized by gaiety, frivolty, and slight confusion.
Dorante comes to Paris searching for exciting social
events auid beautiful ladies. Feeling the need for more
personal magnetism them he now has, he begins to fabricate
gallant images for himself. The untruths involved in the
creation of the illusion are not the result of sinister in¬
tentions, but quite often are the source of happiness for
someone—as in the case of GSronte who wants a grandson,
which his heir immediately provides by prevarication. It
is through the web of confusion that Dorante weaves around
himself and his associates that Corneille is able to
provoke a smile. The performsuice of Matamore brings the
same type of humor to L*Illusion comique. He, like Dorante,
wishes to present the image of the courageous warrior,
impressing upon others the magnitude of his valor.
Although his characters share a common trait, the author
treats the distinction between 1* ^tre and le paraltre dif¬
ferently in each instance. In comedy, the valet and actions
are used to determine the boundary between appearance and
reality, whereas in tragedy the words and the deeds of the
character establish the differences between the two.
The valet in comedy serves as an intermediary between
the spectator and his master. In Menteur, it is Gliton
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who separates the real from the contrived and who often
reproaches his master in the course of private conversation.
Dorante admits to his distortion of truth when talking with
his servant, but his coimterpart, Matamore, never avows to
others that he is exaggerating or imagining his accomplish¬
ments. In certain instances the valet, Clindor, is
essential to the comprehension of Matamore*s character.
In addition to the hints about his aversion to truth, Mata-
more's actions, the most important instrument in the evalua¬
tion of his attributes, constantly affirm his cowardice.
Within the tragic atmosphere it is the character who
places a wedge between that which ^ and that which appears
to be. Both ClSopStre and Dorise admit to their viciousness—
whether by word or by action. The regent summarizes her
past criminal activities and very carefully outlines her
intentions and methods of implementation when she is alone,
giving the impression that she simply cannot contain all the
malice and selfishness within her. Dorise is not quite as
adept as ClSopatre in concealing her evilness. Instead,
she immediately sets out to destroy her innocent rival,
thereby exposing her true nature.
The spectacle of a metamorphosis which was satisfying
to baroque taste is incorporated in both tragedy and comedy,
however, the essence of it is not always the same. In
Clitandre the transformation witnessed at sunrise and during
the violent storm are natural phenomena—one occurs diurnally
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and the other whenever certain atmospheric conditions exist.
The theme of elaborate change as applied to comedy is com¬
plementary to its atmosphere of fantasy. Dorante in Le
Menteur describes Paris as magically modified, as if recon¬
structed by some mythological creature. The metamorphosis
in the tragedy is produced by natural means, whereas that
in the comedy is a result of the supernatural.
Horror is compatible with tragedy, but its suitability
to comedy depends entirely upon the authorns ingenuity. In
spite of the dictates of baroque art, Pierre Corneille must
have realized that it was his responsibility to mold the
events of his works into a certain measure of harmony with
the classification of tragedy or comedy. The horrible
occurrences of Rodogune and Clitandre are real and necessary
to the intrigue, and sometimes take place on the stage.
The first act of the latter, opposed to les biensgances. is
centered around bloodshed and violence including two murders
and an attempted homicide. As the action progresses the
spectator must tolerate more stomach-turning spectacles in
the form of the effort to violate Dorise and the gouging
of Pymante's eye. In spite of Corneille’s respect of les
biensgances. the element of terror prevails in Rodogune t
the poisoned Seleucus iS not seen on stage, but the audience
is aware that his death motivates Clgopgtre to commit suicide
when her guilt becomes evident. The nuances of horror in
the comedies are simply illusions or the products of a
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fertile imagination. Dorante claims to have brutally slain
his wife, but it is later revealed that he has never been
married. In addition to never having committed a crime,
he now has a well established reputation. Thus his tales
are not as easily accepted as they were upon his arrival
in Paris. The visionary tragedy in L*Illusion comique
presents a different view of horror integrated into a comedy.
On this occasion the dramatist fits killing and sudden death
into a play within a playj a technique which reinforces the
idea of illusion.
Theatrical treatment of inconstancy is j'^st as varied
as is its possessor in human relationships. It is quite
frequently interpreted as marital infidelity, declining
physical beauty, and reversal of emotions—whether in comedy
or in tragedy. Naturally, situations and circumstances are
not always parallel.
The idea of infidelity is advanced in Menteur,
L*Illusion comique, Clitandre, and Rodogune. The accusation
which Clarice suffers is a result of circumstances which
cause her to appear unfaithful to Alcippe. On first im¬
pressions one gathers that Clindor has betrayed his wife,
but further examination of the situation reveals that he
is actually playing the role of ThSagfene. Seeing Rosidor
in the forest, supposedly to meet another woman, Caliste
concludes that he is not trustworthy. In both the comedies
and in one of the tragedies, the theme of instability in
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heterosexual relationships is introduced because of external
conditions and the inability to distinguish between reality
and illusion. The case of Cl^oplltre in Rodogune provides
an instance of authentic infidelity which is in accordance
with her complete lack of conventional morality. A very
curious twist of two facets of this baroque characteristic
is contained in the tragedy performed within the framework
of L*Illusion comique. Hippolyte benevolently excuses
Th6agSne*s error because of the conviction that her waning
beauty justifies his quest for other female companionship.
The disguise is a part of the wardrobe of both tragic
and comic characters, but it is used for a variety of reasons
to achieve diverse goals. Dorante, Clindor, and Matamore
mask traits and qualities such as the lack of courage and
the true nature of interests. Dorante veils his unsophisti¬
cated, youthful activities and imagines military feats in
order to increase his charisma, but Matamore*s motive for
exaggeration is to gain the esteem of those around him.
Clindor, feigning loyalty to his master, is romantically
involved with Isabelle, the object of Matamore’s affections.
Because of his position, the servant is forced to camouflage
his true feelings. The outcome of these incognito perfor¬
mances adds to the gaiety of their environments, but never
creates hazardous conditions for other inhabitants.
D^cor is more important to the plot of Cliteuidre than
it is to that of the other three plays. The forest and cave
are especially appropriate for the smooth progression of
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events because of their selection as the sites for the in¬
tended transgressions. Dorise lures Caliste to the forest
in order to avoid the possibility of a witness to her vile
deed, however, her scorned lover considers isolation as well
as other factors in deciding upon a location. The trees
and bushes provide Pymsmte with a vantage point in which
to await the arrival of Rosidor, his intended anbush victim.
Not only is the dieor essential, but Corneille gives specific
directions as to its use—the cave is to be the background
for the distasteful confrontation between Dorise and Pymante,
for example.
Mistaken identity augments the intrigue of Le Menteur
I»* Illusion comique. Seeing two beautiful young ladies
seated on a bench, Dorante tries to learn the name of the
one he considers more appealing by questioning passers-by.
Because of the lack of universal beauty standards, he and
his informant are not of the same opinion. The gentleman
thinks that Lucrice is fairer than her companion, whereas
Dorante is of the opposite judgment. The confusion of the
two names creates intricate situations and culminates in
Dorante *8 engagement to Luerd>ce. Although he is not sad¬
dened by the prospect of marrying her, he certainly has not
won Clarice, who in his estimation is prettier than his
bride to be,
Pridamant is deceived in much the same manner in
L*Illusion comique. Being anxious about the fate of his
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son who left home a number of years before, he seeks the
aid of Alcandre, the magician. In the course of revealing
Clindor's condition to his concerned father, Alcandre con¬
jures up the vision of the vagabond who has become an actor.
Being unaware of Clindor's current profession, Pridamauit
assumes that the role of Th^agSne represents the life of
his heir.
The problems of the falseness of appearance and the
difficulty involved in discerning the truth of a situation
are evident in the ensemble of the four plays. Clarice in
Le Menteur realizes that the human eye is not a reliable
instrument for evaluating a man's character after having
made the acquaintance of Dorante.
Mais pour le voir ainsi qu'en pourrai-je juger?
J'en verrai le dehors, la mine, I'apparencej
Mais du reste, Isabelle, oi!l prendre 1'assurance? (11,2)
The disguised Pymante's assault on Rosidor points the finger
of guilt at Clitandre who simply cannot believe that the
accusation is real. Confined for a crime of which he knows
nothing, Clitandre is totally confused by the maze of cir¬
cumstances and believes he is either having a dream or
suffering distorted vision.
Je ne sais si je veille, ou si ma reverie
A mes sens endormis fait quelque trpmperie}
Peu s'en faut, dans I'excSs de ma confusion
Que je ne prenne tout pour une illusion.
Non, cela ne se peuti vous vous trompez, mes yeux.
J'aime mieux pejeter vos plus clairs tSmoignages,
J'aime mieux dSmentir ce qu'on me fait d'outrage,
Que de m'imaginer, sous un si juste roi
Qu'on peuple les prisons d'innocents comme moi. (Ill,3)
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In the tragedies, Corneille analyzes primitive emotions
that dominate certain chauracters, which establish a disa¬
greeable environment for all concerned, and which create
unnatural conflicts. In several instances, innocent victims
are also caught in the trap set by the manifestations of
jealousy, hatred, anger, and other strong passions. Ih
Clitandre, Pymante, prodded by envy, plots the despicable
imprisonment of the play's namesake. Although the action
begins with the ambush, the deep-seated hatred he feels for
his rival is made very explicit through the revelations of
various characters, Pymante is not the only angry party
of the romantic triangle. Thinking that he has slain Rosidor
whom she truly loves, Dorise unleashes her rage upon Pyrnsinte,
Monstre de la nature, ex^rable bourreau,
Aprds ce iSche coup qui creuse mon tombeau,
D*un compliment railleur ta malice me flatteS
Puis, fuis, que dessus toi ma vengeance n'Cclate.
Ces mains, ces foibles mains, que vont armer les Dieux,
N'auront ^ue trop de force i t'arracher les yeux,
Que trop a t'impriraer sur ee hideux visage,
En mille traits de sang les marques de ma rage, (III,5)
These strong and violent emotions are also studied in
Rodogune, primarily through the personality of Clffopfitre,
The queen's jealousy of Rodogune compels her to try to vic¬
timize Antiochus, Rodogune, and Seleucus, Rodogune, who is
not without malice, strives to provoke ^tiochus or Seleu¬
cus to murder Cl^ftoplitre, The unnatural conflict also occurs
during the performance of this play, when Antiochus does not
know whether to blame his mother or his bride for the death
of his brother
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Corneille skillfully manipulates the baroque themes
into harmony with the classification of the play. In comedy,
the development of these ideas produces a pleasant atmosjihqre
in which events without grave cilnsequences occur, The baroque
characteristics incorporated in tragedy render an environment
filled with suspicion in which the characters plan their





The baroque period, in which Pierre Corneille was to
begin his literary career, was at a peak when the author
was acquiring his secondary education. The study of this
style of writing left a profound residual imprint whose
influence manifested itself in his works even after the age
of ^ Cid, considered the birthdate of classicism. Although
his intellectual pursuits were oriented toward the legal
profession, the personal mentality of Pierre Corneille moved
him to select the humanities as his area of special interest.
In 1629, inspired by his relationship with Catherine
Hue, the playwright presented MSlite, whose overwhelming
success astonished the author himself. This play, abounding
with contemporary theatrical themes, transports the spec¬
tator to a world of fantasy. One of the principal inhabi¬
tants of this environment, Eraste, thinks that he has caused
the death of two lovers. Experiencing deep remorse, he
becomes enthralled in hallucination to the point of madness.
The enchantment that the play held for capacity Parisian
audiences drew the author to the city. Upon his arrival
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in Paris to witness the spectacle of M§lite, the budding
writer became aware of the existence of the rule of three
unities. He also learned that according to cosmopolitan
standards, the subject was too banal, and the intrigue was
slightly shallow,
Corneille, n’avait mSme pas entendu parler de la
question des vingt-quatres heures, qui depuis un
an agitait les lettres de la capitals. Sa pifece
durait au moins une semaine. Le lieu n*8tait
autre que celui des comedies du siScle pr^cSdant,
trois maisons dans une rue de la ville, Certaines
invraisemblances Sclataient dans son intrigue...
Surtout, les scenes n'Staient guerre liSes et
1*absence de liaison entre elles Stait, & ,
certains moments, particuliferement choquante.
Although there are numerous baroque influences in
M^lite, the author has already begun the evolution to classi¬
cism. The language of some of the characters is of the
quality that will later characterize the parlance of the
tragic heroes.
Tu fuis, perfide, et iSgSret^,
T'ayant fait criminel, te met en sdretSl
Reviens, reviens dSfendre une place usurpiSei
Celle qui te ch^rit vaut bien un coup d'epSe.
Pais voir <jue 1‘infidSlitS, en se donnant Si toi,
A fait choix d'un amant qui valoit mieux que moi|
Soutiens son jugement, et sauve ainsi de bltme
Celle qui pour la tienne a nSgligI ma flamme.
Crois-tu qu'on la mSrite §L force de courir?
Peux-tu m'abandonner ses faveurs sans mourir?
0 lettres, 8 faveurs indignement plac8es,
A ma discretion honteusement laissSesl
0 gages qu'il nSglige ainsi que superflusl (III,3)
^Antoine Adam, Histoire de 3^ litt^rature franpaise au
xyile siftcle, Vol. I (Paris i “cTel Duca, 1962), pp, 482-483,
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Irritated by the critical reviews on M^lite, Corneille
returned to Rouen and began Glitandre. The Norman expended
great effort to mold his play into conformity with the limi¬
tation of twenty-four hours between the rise of the curtain
and the climax. The endeavor to render the work regular,
however, did not include adherence to the rule of unity of
place and action. The performance of Glitandre proved to
be an endurance test for the spectator because of its com¬
plicated intrigue—filled with masked assassins, disguised
women, wounds, and duels. Many elements of the play do
not conform to classical standards, but with all its irregu¬
larities the work represents another link in the chain
between baroque and classical literature.
Ce qui lui est propre Sgalement, et qui j;ette une
prScieuse lumiSre sur ses go(its profonds, c'est que
cette tragi-coraSdie est §l peu pres dSpourvue de tout
SlSment comique, c'est qu'elle tire sans cesse vers
la grande tragSdie, c'est que le ton, comme dans
M^lite, y tend constamment vers le haut. On
pourrait citer quantity de vers tragiques. Des
vers qui,isolSs de leur contexts romanesque,
seraient parfaitement digne de figurer dans une
tragSdie de la grande Spoque. Des maximes fortes.
Des pensSes gSnereuses, remassSes en une dense
formule. Ges hiros qui interpellent les destins,
qui tendent leurs v&lontSs, qui s'excitent froide-
ment Sl pousser leurs passions au paroxysms, sont
dSjS., dans leurs meilleurs moments, des h^ros
corneliens,2
The typical Cornelian hero did not suddenly come to life
in the first plays, but did continue to evolve with each
succeeding play. Initially principal characters were
^Ibid., p. 487.
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judged by appearances and other such obvious criteria which
deprived moral worth, honor, and familial pride of a place
on the rating scale. This type of evaluation was compatible
with the characteristics of baroque literature and the
spirit of men during the era.
Au commencement est le corps...il ne s'agit pas
des attribute intellectuels ou moraux qui dis-
tinguent 1*esprit du corps, et, au besoin les
opposent, mais, au contraire, des traits mentaux
qui ajoutent aux attraits physiques, du brillant
de la deduction qui rend irresistible la seduction,
en bref, il ne s'agit que des qualites de 1'esprit
qui font corps avec le corps. Talent de conver¬
sation, repartie, intelligence, loin d'entrer en
concurrence avec la beautl, la rehaussent.3
The feudal system is already important in romantic
relationships in Meiite and Clitandre. All the major charac¬
ters are members of the noble hierarchy, but social status
alone is not enough—their moral worth mu*t be validated by
their actions. The existence of any discrepancy between the
two decreases merit—which is the basis of love and esteem.
It is through this principle that Corneille is able to
justify the pairing of certain couples—compatibility of
moral worth is the deciding factor. This criterion, however,
does not yet have the degree of importance that it will
later have in the classical tragedy.
Corneille made his debut during an era in which the
memory of chaos and terror, caused by uncontrolled primitive
3serge Doubrovsky, Corneille et la dialectique du heros
(Paris* Gallimard, 1963). p. 38.
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instincts, was still fresh in the minds of his countrymen.
His theater reflects a world torn by war, nobles destroying
themselves in forbidden duels, Spain threatened by rival¬
ries within its feudal system, and by the Moors, and
Christianity gaining momentum from its martyrs. The
psychology developed by the author in several of his works
exalted reason and morality as a means of resolving human
ills. This shift toward humanism, derived from the use of
logic, was due to the widespread acceptance of the doctrines
of RenS Descartes, Logic and order, to become guiding stars
of the classical movement, were incorporated in Corneille's
early contributions,
...mime dans ses premieres p^^ces, jeux lagers od
le g§nie s'exerce, dans Clit^dre, La Veuve, La
Galerie du Palais, La Suivante, La Place Royale,
nous coni^aliohs un effort et un progrSs constant,
non seulement vers la v$rit§, mais encore vers la
vraisemblauice. La mesure de 1'expression
correspond la moderation des sentiments, Les
passions pourront raster vives et, centre ce qui
leur fait obstacle, les rSactions se montrer vio-
lentes. II est naturel et par consequent humain
en une certaine maniSre, qu'il en soit ainsi.
Mais il est encore plus humain que la raison
jette des clartes S, travers ces lueurs fumeuses
et que la volontS mette un peu d'ordre dans cette
confusion. Ramener 2l la mesure des personnages
dSmesures, imposer une construction logique I. des
intrigues extravagantes, faire parler un langage
raisonnable Si des h^ros en qui nous puissions
reconnaltre des horames et des femmes comme les
plus senses d'entre nous, c'Stait dejSl faire ^
oeuvre d*intelligence et d'humanitS frangaises..,.
^AndrS Delacour, Corneille et notre France (Parist
Librairie Floury, 1944), p, 23*
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A rebel tempered by maturity, Corneille suppressed some
of the exuberance of his style in li& Suivante,published be¬
tween 1633 and 1634. Although still far from the grandeur
of ^ Cid, he reached a new level of achievement. Por the
first time a Cornelian play adhered to the three unities,
climaxed logically, and maintained a liaison between all
its scenes. In his next work, ^ Place Royale, the drama¬
tist introduced another aspect of his heroi
Le personnage d'Alcindor est le premier qui entre-
prend de lutter centre un amour heureux et rSciproque,
pour sauvegarder quelque chose qui lui semble plus
pr$cieuxi sa libertS,5
For the first time a character, who although unstable, re¬
fused the bondage of passion in favor of the will to remain
free, made his appearance on the horizon of Cornelian drama.
While Corneille was concentrating his efforts on
comedy, interest in the tragedy was being revitalized. Not
one to shirk a challenge, the playwright published M^d§e
which was the first of his plays that he called ”trag$die".
His next work, L*Illusion comique, shares a trait with
M$d4e—the use of a magician which the author explained as
an effort to amuse the spectators. After having written
these two plays, he began to reject comedy, to leaa heavily
toward extraordinary situations apparently without solution,
brutal actions, and a taste for horror. This moment marks
the end of the development of a young writer and the
^Jean Schlumberger, Plaisir a Corneille (Paris 1 Galli-
mard, 1936), p. 40.
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beginning of the golden age of Corneille.
After the declaration of war on Spain in I635, Spanish
literature, widely imitated in Prance, was somewhat ignored.
In 1637, however, the Norman, braving the wrath of Richelieu,
presented Cid which was inspired by Las Mocedades del Cid,
written by Guillen de Castro.
Expression de I'id^al de toute une SpoquOf ^ Cid
marquait aussi 1*aboutissement de Corneille. Dans
ses commies, il avait manifest^ d'abord un sens
remarquable de la modernity, une aptitude rare h
exprimer les pensSes et S. traduire la sensibilitS
de la jeunesse de son temps. En mSme temps, on
avait senti chez lui une tendance, difficilement
rSprim^e, vers les passions fortes, vers les pensSes
greindes et nobles. MSdSe enfin avait rSalisS le
type de l*Stre solitaire et rSvoltS. Mais ni Alidor
ni MSdSe n*avouaient un "devoir**, ne conformaient
leur conduite aux exigences d*une "raison". Leur
liberty jouait S. vide. Le jour <©{1 Corneille mit ce
sens de ia libertS int&rieure au service de I’idSal
romanesque reste jusqu*alors si "extirieur", si
born§ §, de vaines parades, il Scrivit son ^premier /
chef-d’oeuvre et le premier de la sc^ne frangaise.
Le Cid was very enthusiastically received by the Court
and by the majority of other Frenchmen in all walks of life.
Never before in the history of Prance had a play been so
importauit to the national theater.
Le Cid fonde ainsi la technique de la piSce modernsi
^esi sa grande nouveautS. Personne n*avait su con-
struire une intrigue serrSe, ni ajuster ainsi les
ressorts psychologiques. Corneille rSvMe I’art de
crSer I'intSrSt dramatique par des situations fortes
logiquement exploitSes.... Autre nouveautS entiSre-
ment originals 1 le point de vue cornSlien sur la
vie. La philosophie de la volont5,et la conception
^Antoine Adam, Histoire de la litt^rature franpaise au
XVII siScle, Vol. I (ParisI 3!el'T5ucarrT^'6^2Tr"p"^~3I>^
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de 1*amour raisonnable,,.. Enfin ^ Cid determine
la mSthode d’invention de notre iTttlrature clas-
sique.7
Although Cid marks the beginning of the age of the
classical tragedy, its author has not yet escaped the in¬
fluence of baroque literature.
For my part, I think I can see baroque aspects in
Le Cid (for example, the celebrated conflict between
Tove and duty—a dilemma which is never resolved,,,
the bloody description that Chimfene gives of her
father's death).,..®
Corneille himself admitted that there were certain elements
within the tragedy which did not conform to the dictates of
classicism. It is evident that the author's personal tastes
would not allow him to resist the development of those scenes
that were typical of the youthful Corneille nor those that
involved the study of the psychology of the Cornelian hero.
In the Examen du Cid, the playwright explained his motivesi
Les deux visites que Rodrigue fait It sa maftresse
(after having killed her father), ont quelque chose
qui cheque cette biens^ance de la part de celle qui
les souffrei la rigueur du devoir voulait qu'elle
refusat de lui parler et s'enfermSt dans son cabinet,
au lieu de I'Icouterj mais permettez-moi de dire avec
un des premiers esprits de notre siScle, "que leur
conversation est remplie de si beaux sentiments,
plusieurs n'ont pas connu ce dSfaut, et que ceux qui
I'ont connu I'ont tol§rS", J'irai plus outre, et
dirai que tous presque ont souhaitS que ces entre-
n
'Gustave Lanson, Esquisse d'une histoire de la traggdie
franpaise (Paris: Librairie Ancienne Honor^ Cham^on, 195^)»
pp. 72-73.
O
Imbrie Buffum, Studies in the Baroque from Montaigne
to Rotrou (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press,
163.
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tiens se fissentj et j'ai remarqu^ aux premiSres
representations qu'alors que ce malheureux amant
se prSsentait devant elle, il s'Slevait un certain
fremissement dems I'assemblSe qui marquait une
curiosite merveilleuse et un redoublement d'atten¬
tion pour ce qu'ils avaient S. se dire dams un
etat si pitoyable.°
Because of the bitter controversy which followed the success
of Cid, Corneille did not publish another play for almost
three years.
In his native province the great writer meditated deeply
on the direction that he was now going to take in the world
of fine arts. There is no doubt that he evaluated the cri¬
ticism received on his last play amd profited from it after
having escaped the grasp of bitterness. Gaining heart,
Corneille decided to return to his first love—writing for
the theater. The result of this resolution was Horace, pub¬
lished between 1639 and 1640. Although the author tried
to create an unreproachabTe tragedy, it is quite clear
that he was influenced by some of the themes of ^ Cidi the
conflict between love and duty, but this time as a secondary
point of interest. It was political intrigue that Corneille
placed in the spotlight. Horace, written during the golden
age of Corneille, represents the final step in the author's
evolution to French classical tragedy. Corneille had
finally achieved his goal because of concentrated study of
dramatic theories amd the styles of his successful contem¬
poraries.
Q
^Pierre Corneille, "Exeimen du Cid" in Cid (Parisi
Les Editions Bordas, 1969). p. 115•
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Mais Horace n'est pas seulement une oeuvre classique,
C'est une trag^ie moderne et fran^aise, Elle
possdde § un haut degrS la quality essentielle au
classicisme antique, Horace est un drarae haletant,
tout en rebondisaements et en coups de thSStre,
L’unitd de 1*oeuvre se concilie avec un mouvement
puissant, et sa sobritfitii ne I’empSche pas d'obtenir
de,s effets pathitiques. Tout ce qu*il y avait de
Iwgitime dans les efforts tStonnants de la tragi-
coiffMie, sa recherche des situations tendues, des
scenes drajuatiques, son aptitude i faire naftre
Chez les spectateurs les Emotions les plus fortes
tout, cela se retrouve dans Horace sous une forme
sup^ieure, C’est.^en vain que Corneille parlait de
terreur et de piti'S, et croyait retrouver la
trag4(die grecque, Ce ne sont pas la terreur et la
pitifi antiques, ce sont les mouvements de la scSne
moderne, la curiositS, la surprise, 1*enthousiasme,
qu'il provoque silreroent. Horace est une tragJdie
classique fran^aise,10
Pierre Corneille wrote three more tragedies, Cinna,
Polyeucte, Pomp<^e, after which he returned to the genre of
his youth. Le Menteur, and Suite du Menteur are similar
to the repertoire of the youthful playwright in that they
abound with baroque themes* reality confused with illusion,
instability, mistaken identity, and dramatic performances
staged within a play. The next Cornelian contribution, a
tragedy, Rodogune, marks yet another reversal to earlier
tendencies by the author. As the mellowing Corneille did
not forget his youthful inclinations, neither did the
aging dramatist,
II fut pourtant un temps ou la tragidie corn^li-
enne airaait les couleurs, au moins les tons livides
des cadavres et les flaques de sang sur 1‘herbe,
^^Antoine Adam, Histoire de la Littfeature franqaise
au XVIIe si^cle, Vol,' I (Paris* del Duca, 1962), pp, 52^-526,
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Avec Attila, Corneille est revenu un instant S.
cette inspiration descriptive aui prend si vo-
lontiers des sujets macabres.^^
The career of Pierre Corneille was analogous to the
temper of the age in v^ich he reached manhood. Beginning
his literary profession in 1629t he was deeply influenced
by both the literature of the preceding century, and by
that of the contemporary period. With the amelioration of
some social conditions, and the exaltation of reason, esthetic
values changed. Literature, a reflection of some aspect of
the society it Represents, was also bein^ trainsforraed. The
young writer eager to learn, and to please critics as well
as audiences, expended great effort to mold his plays into
conformity with changing standards. After having produced
the model for French classical drama with Horace, he began
correcting his earlier plays, primarily by the deletion of
baroque evidences. The era of repentsince, however, did not
endure throughout his s^jour on the theatrical scene. The
mentality and personality of Corneille did not permit him
to submit very easily to the rigidness of classical standards,
but often compelled him to revert intermittently to his
original development of baroque themes.
Corneille, selon les humeurs, est classique ou
baroque, classique dans le progrfes de la langue,
1'intelligence de l*idSal et de la volont4,
baroque par beaucoup de ses formes et de ses
images, par la difficult^, qu*il avoue, 2l
^^Georges Couton, La Vieillesse de Corneille (1658-1684)
(Paris I Librairie Malolne, 1^49}, p. 2411^
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soTimettre son inspiration gSnSreuse et son gout
du romanesque aux preoccupations de regularity
ou de vraisemblance. II y a en tout cas, chez
Corneille, tine grandeur pathetique dont on peut
dire qu'elle est baroque....12
The themes developed, the characters studied, and the
philosophy advanced in some of the works of Pierre Corneille
verify the profound influence of baroque literature on this
author. The pivotal point for both the comedies and the
two tragedies analyzed in this study was Cid and Horace.
L*Illusion comique, published on the eve of l^ Cid, contains
some of the same characteristics as ^ Menteur, published
after the astablishment of the French classical tragedy,
Clitandre, the first Cornelian tragi-comedie, embodies the
same dramatic theories that the playwright developed in
Rodogune, written after the success of Horace. According
to the evidence presented, one can only conclude that
Pierre Corneille never escaped the influence of baroque
literature.
12
Victor Lucien Tapie*, I^ Baroque (Paris* Presses Uni-
versitaires de France, 1968), pTTTT"”
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